Applications targeted for the Railway Industry

you know what you need; we know how to give you

Binary System is the leading Italian company in the development of software solutions for the management of rail operations. Thanks to its technical team of researchers and the well-established partnerships with most important devices manufacturers,
Binary System has created a suite of products capable of integrating web and mobile
management and representing excellence on the market. Entirely custom-made and
characterized for their usability, integration and portability, our software solutions are
specially designed on our customers’ needs and integrated with last generation devices such as smartphones and tablets. By granting the complete real-time management
control of all operational activities, Binary System products have given mobility to rail
companies. We have indeed digitalized paper documents and assured a green mark to
operational activities.

You know what you need; we know how to give you.

VISION
Binary System aims to investigate its customers’ needs and represent a reliable partner able to guide them through the best IT evolution.
In Italian language, “Binary” is a term used both in computer and rail sectors. We chose
that with the purpose to express the connection between us and our partners, as our
claim declares: “You know what you need; we know how to give you”

Supplying increased efficiency
and safety is our main goal.

Mission
Binary System flourished within’ one of harshest ever seen economic crises. We wanted not only to contribute to the recovery, but also with our skills to positively affect the
economic and social scenario.
Aware of this responsibility towards next generations, driven by passion and by the will
to satisfy our customers, we want to conceive and develop high quality software solutions at affordable rates. We want to support our customers step by step and to guide
them through the best technological and sustainable evolution.

Software
solutions
for the rail
sector
All in your pocket. SoftRail is the most advanced and interactive software solution for the management of rail activities ever
developed. With one single tool, indeed, it is possible to manage
and organize operational personnel, rolling stock and security
activities.
Entirely developed through web and mobile technologies,
SoftRail is a functional and innovative software with a green
soul. Through the digitalizing of all safety and travel paper docu-

ments, SoftRail has indeed significantly improved the profitability of rail traction activities, accelerated the exchange of information, reduced the environmental impact and the risk of mistakes
connected to printing.
SoftRail allows the real-time synchronization of all data and the
integrated management of entire operations, from the set up
and verification of trains, to the training and coordination of personnel, with subsequent significant savings for the rail company.

RailMobile
Functionality and precision. RailMobile collects, organizes and distributes
travel documents, route booklets, as well
as security, instruction and rule papers.
Moreover, this software allows real-time
communications between the rail company management and its operational
personnel. The check flow of electronic
documents lets the rail company constantly monitor the distribution process
to the employees according to their skills
and the files’ contents.
RailMobile centrally manages the delivery of technical documents on those
tablets the personnel is equipped with,
including updates distribution and the receipt of occurred transfer.

LogiShift
No more mistakes. With LogiShift, the
most innovative solution in the market
for the coordinate schedule of human resources and rolling stock, the risk of mistakes in planning is reduced.
This solution developed by Binary System provides all visual tools required for
the periodical scheduling of how to allocate resources, from weekly planning to
daily operational management. Thanks to
LogiShift - which is completely automated and can be used also with a remote
connection - the rail company is capable
of coordinating work shifts and the use of
rolling stock of choosing tracks and checking personnel’s licenses and restrictions, as wells as monitoring production
costs.

SkillPlan
Eyes stared at personnel. Developed to
support instructors, SkillPlan is a software created to manage all training upgrades and verifying activities (included sanitary ones) of human resources.
In particular, this software solution allows
to schedule and manage tests and inspections depending on employee’s age
and health, as well as to monitor their
time at work. SkillPlan is a precise digital
management tool, which offers to the rail
company an always-updated scenario on
its available resources.

VerForm
Trains’ ID card. VerForm collects and
processes data related to train inspections and verifying activities, generating
real-time digital documents dedicated to
the operational personnel.
Through a personally assigned password, each employee can manage them
in a simply and smart way, even by tablet
through remote connection.

MainTrack
Designed for resources that deal with
vehicles management, MainTrack is an
application able to handle all the maitenance activities, from the anomaly
electronic reporting to the registration
of effecting intervention, from the calculation of maintenance deadlines to their
management in terms of planning, even
with the “workshops”. MainTrack is an
accurate tool, fitted to plan and monitor
the fleet in real time. In particular, this software allows the recording of maintenance activities management (corrective and
preventive), unavailability, rentals, Board
Book with all the information related to
it (list of endowments and technological
restrictions, modifications, experiments)
and track the status of the fleet, in order
to allow the use in exercise.

RailMobile
RailMobile collects, organizes and distributes all documents to the operational personnel, constantly monitoring
the distribution process to the employees according to their skills and to
the files’ contents. RailMobile centrally
manages the transmission of technical
documents to those tablets the personnel is equipped with, including the envy
of updates and the receipt of occurred
transfer.

Infrastructure and technical
requirements
The File Distribution System stores and
coordinates the transmissions of documents directly on tablets the employees
are equipped with. Through a personally
assigned password, each employee can
download and manage them in an easy
and smart way, and be alerted on new
releases and updates.

File distribution flow
After being picked up from different authorities releasing them, documents are
inserted within the system, which centrally manages the distribution of updates to the rail company personnel, and
registers occurred transfers.

New users accesses
New users accesses are managed
through an authentication system to
the associated tablets. Once the user is
logged in, the documents linked to the
device are automatically downloaded
and, after that, the system notifies the
success of the procedure.

New documents upload
When a new document is uploaded in
the system, each employee will receive
an alert. The following picture, in particular, shows what is displayed on the
devices in that case.

Update of existing documents
Each document updated (related, for
instance, to route booklets) is inserted
by the software within the platform and

associated to a summarizing document.
Employees in charge of entry indicate
who are the addressees of the information, so that they can be automatically
alerted by the system by e-mail and/or
sms.

Previous releases
It is always possible to go over each
different document release and to establish when or how they have been modified. If users are reading an obsolete
version of the document, the software
itself can alert them on the availability of
requested updates.

Multi-platform compatibility
RailMobile is suitable for the following
platforms and devices:
iOS devices (iPad)
Android smartphones and tablets
Windows Mobile devices
Windows, Mac OS X e Linux operating
systems

LogiShift
Developed by Binary System with the
aim of organizing human resources and
rolling stock, LogiShift is a software solution dedicated to operational activities
led by rail companies. Thanks to LogiShift - which is completely automated
and can be used also through a remote
connection - the rail company is able to
coordinate work shifts and use of rolling
stock, of choosing tracks and checking
personnel’s licenses and restrictions, as
wells as monitoring production costs.
Moreover, this software allows tracks
setting according to geographical criteria and personnel availability.

Flow for shift schedule
and definition
This system makes possible and quick
the supervision of different roles assigned to employees during their work
shifts and of all enabled functions for
each route of the rail network (First and

Second Agents, Inspectors, Assembly managers, etc.). Conceived to manage the shifts in the rail industry, the
workflow supports the user in the definition of operational shifts, as well as in
the generation of analysis and possible
scenarios.

Monitoring
By verifying the available tracks, LogiShift monitors production activities in
a specific assigned slot. The chance to
manage and execute real-time updates
on the availability of personnel and rolling stock gives to the rail company a
full control of its resources.

Registries
In the “registries” section, within a dedicate setup frame, LogiShift monitors
all sections accessed by the user (for
instance: tracks, wagons, locomotives,
employees, functions, etc.).

Management of shift assignment
The system helps the planners verify the
needs requirements for shift assignment
by identifying for each employee:

• Availability
• Qualification to the service
• Respect of restrictions as per employment contract

Operational management of shifts
and tracks
Production is usually referred to the management of shifts and tracks considering each possible variable linked to the
service: change of actual timetables,
suppression and variation of shifts and
tracks, change of personnel and availability of extra tracks.

SkillPlan
SkillPlan is a software created to manage all training upgrades and verifying
activities (included sanitary ones) of human resources. In particular, this software solution allows to schedule and manage tests and inspections depending
on employee’s age and health, in order
to acquire and maintain the different licenses and qualifications. SkillPlan is a
precise digital management tool to offer
the rail company with always updated
scenarios on its available resources.

Calendar
Thanks to the dynamic calendar with
daily, weekly and monthly displays, instructors can monitor the planning of
activities and inspections and access
specific details.

Human resources management
The “employee data sheet” shows information related to:
• personal data
• obtained and certified licenses
• requested and planned health
inspections
• scheduled and fulfilled activities
with related results and eventual
expected remedial actions
All information can be modified easily
through this platform.

Planning and summary of inspections
SkillPlan allows to verify all collected
data and to analyze details like deadline dates, associated licenses, involved
instructor and employees. Ultimately,
thanks to this software it is possible
to monitor the achievements each resource has reached.

Activities and register of participants
Thanks to the guided interface for the
uploading of characteristics such as
categories, reference rules, associated
licenses, types of activity, etc. - this solution allows efficient programming and
managing of operations. In addition,

the personnel included in the “register
of participants” can be linked to single
activities.

Stats and report
The global overview of activities is granted by the management system provided by SkillPlan which makes a tool capable of extracting reports, identifying
the licenses to be maintained, as well
as the fulfilled and expected inspections
available to instructors.

VerForm
VerForm collects and processes data
related to train inspections and activities verification, generating real-time digital documents for the use of the operational personnel. Through a personally
assigned password, each employee can
go over them in an easy and smart way,
even by tablet utilizing remote connection.

Main characteristics
With VerForm the centralized management of accesses from different offices
of the rail company is possible through a browser. Thanks to the use of the
most innovative web technologies and
dedicated forms developed according
to the needs of each rail company, VerForm allows the registration of train inspection and setting up activities.

Management of blocked wagons’
group
The self-completion box facilitates the
management of wagon codes that are
already present in the system. Moreover, the possibility to select, drag and
order wagons and locomotives notably
simplifies the train set-up.

Registry of wagons
This software provides a detailed registry of available wagons, locomotives
and group of locomotives. In particular, the registry contains all informations
needed for train inspection and assembling activities.

Global scenario
All activities can be managed thanks to
an intuitive calendar interface offering
a complete overview on the workflow,
which has been completed and/or scheduled.

Management of labels and anomalies
With VerForm the complete monitoring
of wagons is possible. For each wagon,
indeed, possible labels or indications of

spotted anomalies can be easily added
through reference codes as reported in
NVTV - XVI attachment and in GCU – IX
attachment.

Cargo management
The “Training” section has been conceived to collect all information related to
transported goods, included dangerous
goods as required by RID.

Communications
The web structure ensures the optimal
utilization of the software both through
remote connection to the server and
mobile devices.

MainTrack
MainTrack is an application for the management of Railway Undertaking fleet
maintenance, which allows planning
and monitoring the activities of preventive and corrective maintenance, managing all information and communications in electronic format.

Calendar
The dynamic calendar, with daily, weekly
or monthly views, allows user to monitor
the planning and execution of activities
by accessing individual details.

Fleet
The system permits to record and manage information related to:
• Vehicle fleet personal data
• Lists of endowments and technology
of each vehicle
• Maintenance Plans and related
updates
• Information of interest for the
activities in question (registration and

simulation runs, compared with
any contractual restrictions,
unavailability, ...)

Planning and accounting
of maintenance activities
This software allows checks for the entire data collection and can also analyze
details such as meeting deadlines, reports received for each vehicle, historical interventions, workshops and employees involved.

Data Management
All informations are stored in electronic
format, from anomalies reports indicated by drivers and / or by inspection
staff to recordings related to the intervention carryed out by the “workshops”,
in order to obtain more efficient communications and ensure traceability and disposability by resources concerned.

Statistics and Reporting
The overall view of the activities is ensured by the management system provided by MainTrack; it offers its users
a tool for the extraction of reports re-

lated to each activity performed and
every vehicle of interest. Furthermore,
in accordance with the GCU (General
Contract of Use), if implemented, the
system also allows the issuance and
electronic submission of Appendix 4 to
stakeholders.

Tecnologie BSDK
Binary System Development Kit (BSDK) indicates the collection of information
technologies we have chosen to develop our software solutions. We use the serverside scripting language Ruby together with the development framework Rails (Ruby
On Rails), fully applying architectural pattern Model-View-Controller and Agile development methodology. We have selected Rails gems and best CSS3 Libraries to
reach the best results in terms of usability and effectiveness. Our main goal is providing
to our partners an innovative and efficient tool with an eye-catching graphics. We avail
ourselves of HTML5 syntax and last generation Ajax Libraries. Our priority is to suit
our customers’ needs. That’s the reason why each of our products is tailor-made
and perfectly adaptable to every fix and mobile devices. Following to these willingness and competences, we have created with our internal team of developers all
our software solutions and built their main functionalities on intermediate frameworks
specifically designed. We have chosen to supply our products with a SaaS model on
Linux Ubuntu LTS back-end and PostgreSQL database, using multi-tenant technology to considerably reduce the employment of resources and ensure our customers
the best software at competitive rates. Our Software as a Service can be supplied
from our service platform headquartered at Mix in Milan, or directly at customer’s data
elaboration center, where we can install and maintain each device dedicated to our
services.
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